EXPLAINING MAPP TO STUDENTS
MAPP is a self-discovery tool
Used in exploring Our interest and motivations & towards identifying academic & career potential
You will go to http://www.takemapp.com

Enter your key code here

Then here to continue

Click here to view your results, or if you started taking the MAPP assessment and did not finish.
Please register by filling in the form below. When finished, click on the Submit button.

**First Name:**

**Middle Initial:**

**Last Name:**

**E-Mail**: 

- [Submit]
- [Reset]

If you had previously started taking the MAPP assessment and did not get to finish, you can always return to our Career Center to finish.

IAN, International Assessment Network and MAPP are registered trademarks. Copyright 2013.
Select a Password

Now we need you to select a personal password that you will remember and use to login and view your results online. This password must be at least 4 characters in length.

Password: 

Re-Enter Password: 

Submit

Congratulations, you are ready to go. To start taking the assessment, just select a language and click on "Continue"

Please Select a Language:

- English
- Spanish
- Portuguese
- French
- Swedish

Or if you wish to learn more about MAPP, just browse our Career Center.

Directions:
- Select the option that you Most prefer
- Select the option that you Least prefer
- Leave one option Blank
- Click on Next to advance

Example:
Most ☐ Least ☐ Emphasize outdoor recreational activities
Most ☐ Least ☐ Emphasize indoor recreational activities
Most ☐ Least ☐ Emphasize recreational activities with people

Please do not bookmark these pages. If for any reason you wish to leave and return to finish the MAPP at a later time, please re-enter through our Member Center and select "Take Assessment". This will allow you to restart at the last question you answered. You can start taking the MAPP Assessment by answering preference #1 below.

MAPP

Preference #1 of 71

Most ☐ Least ☐ Emphasize outdoor recreational activities
Most ☐ Least ☐ Emphasize indoor recreational activities
Most ☐ Least ☐ Emphasize recreational activities with people

Next Question >

Last Answered >>

IAN, International Assessment Network and MAPP are registered trademarks. Copyright 2013.
Log Out
Congratulations! You have completed the MAPP Assessment.

Congratulations, your request has been submitted and is being processed. Thank you for taking the MAPP Assessment, we hope you enjoyed the experience.

IAN, International Assessment Network and MAPP are registered trademarks. Copyright 2013.

Log Out
MAPP Results
We are pleased to present you with the highlights of top six motivators! These were automatically generated when you completed the 71-question MAPP assessment based on your specific answers. This report is as unique as you are!

Your report has six bullets – one bullet for each of your top six motivators. Each motivator is explained followed by advice on how to apply this to your career.

- You naturally generate lots of new ideas and ways of doing things. You like to be included in brainstorming sessions, or whenever new and different solutions must be found. You are also highly intuitive, and likely to suddenly "just know" the solution.
- You have a creative imagination and are gifted at using words (verbally and/or in writing) to express new ideas, concepts or plots. You can be called on when a fresh, new way to communicate important information is needed.
- You will automatically see the big picture first before seeing the details. You can be a big help with strategic planning, and identifying possibilities.
- You have a talent for recognizing colors, patterns, shapes, and their relationship to one another, as well as their importance and meaning.
TOP TEN VOCATIONAL AREAS

In this section MAPP presents those ten occupational titles with the highest motivation and greatest potential for the individual’s success. When people are searching for careers or being considered for jobs, this list of the ten top occupations should be given serious consideration.

| Creative Writing: author; imagination, vocabulary | 1 |
| Instructive, Fine Arts: drama, art, music | 1 |
| Musical, Creative: compose, arrange, improvise | 1 |
| Corresponding: prepare, edit, send communications | 1 |
| Dramatics: interpret, portray roles | 1 |
| Decorating and Art Work: design, arrange, consult | 1 |
| Research, Social Science, Psychological | 1 |
| Health Physics: safety engineering, occupational | 1 |
| Radio, TV Announcing: poise, vocabulary, delivery | 1 |
| Interview/Inform: gather, dispense information | 1 |

PERSONAL ANALYSIS

The Personal Analysis indicates the basis for every rating, percentage, code, and narrative paragraph produced by MAPP. This report is directly based on the responses of an individual to the 71-triad, forced-choice preference survey. The source information comes from the person’s indicated preferences in the assessment - and nowhere else. Therefore, the appraisal only reports what the individual was saying about “self” through those responses to the most/least choices. Responses create a record of the level of motivation for each of twenty-three traits (see section 3.2). By complex “construct” analysis, the computer identifies what happens as the result of the combined motivational interaction of all of those twenty-three traits. This complex interaction of all traits produces the rating and percentage for each of the factors in MAPP. Please keep in mind how many different trait combinations can produce the same ratings for a factor in MAPP. Every number presented in MAPP output is the result of these complex trait interactions, and it is statistically unlikely that any two individual’s appraisals would ever be the same!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Name:</th>
<th>Job Specific Information:</th>
<th>Match Percentage:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **1 - Recreational Therapists** | - Quick Career Descriptions  
- Detailed Career Outlook  
- MAP™ Job Profile | **73%** |
|                   | Plan, direct, or coordinate medically-approved recreation programs for patients in hospitals, nursing homes, or other institutions.  
Activities include sports, trips, dramatics, social activities, and arts and crafts. May assess a patient condition and recommend appropriate recreational activity. |                   |
| **2 - Dietetic Technicians** | - Quick Career Descriptions  
- Detailed Career Outlook  
- MAP™ Job Profile | **70%** |
|                   | Assist dietitians in the provision of food service and nutritional programs. Under the supervision of dietitians, may plan and produce meals based on established guidelines, teach principles of food and nutrition, or counsel individuals. |                   |
| **3 - Park Naturalists** | - Quick Career Descriptions  
- Detailed Career Outlook  
- MAP™ Job Profile | **70%** |
|                   | Plan, develop, and conduct programs to inform public of historical, natural, and scientific features of national, state, or local park. |                   |
Please do not bookmark these pages. If for any reason you wish to leave and return to finish the MAPP at a later time, please re-enter through our Member Center and select "Take Assessment". This will allow you to restart at the last question you answered.